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Abstract. Context modeling shall lead to better aid customers in
achieving intents that evolve throughout a session. A static approach
to it has been proposed. This approach is not satisfactory. We adapt
Theodorakis’ et al. model of contextual information bases to address
context modeling.

1

Introduction

One of the classical deﬁnitions of information systems (IS) conceptualized
IS as media for recording, storing, disseminating linguistic expressions, as
well as deriving such expressions from given ones, for more detail see [9].
Thus IS can be understood as communication systems establishing
a customer-expert communication. IS help overcoming natural communication limitations. More economic models of knowledge or ability production and realization can be implemented. Consistently responding to a
customer inquiry requires the IS to contain a representation of a customer
model.
Context modeling refers to this customer model and focuses on the
usage, i.e., the history of the customer interacting with the IS. Other
kinds of context covering gender, age, cultural background, or the history
of physical venues at which the interaction took place are not explicitly
considered here.

2

Related Work

More or less following [2] the papers [3, 4, 8, 11, 14] address IS development as involving content, navigation, and presentation. This leads to
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respectively databases, hypertext structures, and Web page structure being considered important. Usage therefore tends to be neglected.
Co-design was introduced in [13, 12]. It conceptualizes WIS according
to on an abstraction layer model. Its layers are: strategic layer ,business
layer , conceptual layer , presentation layer , and implementation layer .
These respectively are intended to remind at dealing with purpose, usage,
content and functionality, access channels, and the actual implementation.
More detail on methodological aspects of co-design can be found in [5, 12],
the semantic foundation of it was introduced in [7]. Application experience
concerning co-design is reported in [6, 17].
In [18, 6] respectively the term “localization abstraction” and “escort
information” has been used to address context modeling. A approach to
context modeling not considering usage was proposed by [7]. We adapt
the work on contextual information bases (cib) in [1, 15, 16] to approach
context modeling. Roughly speaking, a cib-context of an object is a name
together with an optional reference to another cib-context such that both
the name and the reference depend on the usage.
Referring back to [10] we use the metaphor of information space that
an information system creates. This space consists of locations at which
information objects are located and connections between locations. Customers can navigate through this space, locate data and functionality,
invoke functionality, ﬁlter, reorder, reshape, and export or import data
from or to other information spaces. Furthermore users may enter or leave
information spaces.
In contrast to IS Web information systems (WIS) are open systems,
i.e., virtually everyone can start interacting with them. Due to this wide
variety of potential customers WIS need to have a customer model explicitly represented in them such that aid can be given can be oﬀered to
customers that get stuck while using the WIS.

3

Context

According to the Langenscheidt-Longman Dictionary of Contemporary
English we understand the context of something as ’the situation, events,
or information that are related ...’ to this particular something ’... and,
that help you to understand it better.’ Based on [1, 15, 16] we associate to
each location in information space visited by a customer the location the
very customer visited before together with record of the dialogue at this
location. This allows to display the usage or a view on it to the customer.
Such view V (T, L, U ) on the usage being most suitable to a customer
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depends on the customer type T , the location L at which the view is to
be displayed and the usage U that lead to the customer being located
in L. Content and functionality being contained in this view based on
respective analysis should be agreed upon by developers and customers.
Associating to a location L in a static way a location as the context of
L leads to diﬀerent usages potentially existing that have the same context.
Thus such static approach to context modeling is insuﬃcient.
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